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WHY We Oppose Barry Goldwater .... • 
Nothing the Party has ever done has cost us as 

much criticism from our OWN people as our hell
raising against Goldwater, especially the demonstra
tion which made national headlines when the Jew 
faker arrived at the Washington Airport from the 
San Francisco convention. 

As I wrote ii:t th.e last Rockwell Report, our 
kind of people are so FAMISHED, so desperately 
hungry for a LEADER that even one of the most 
patriotic and knowledgeable "anti-Semites" I know 
is now extolling the virtues qf this Hebrew prophet 
of anti-Communism and assuring herself and others 
that "he isn't REALLY a' Jew'", etc., etc. 

Especially in the State of Virginia, where 
there are hundreds of thousands of people actually 
ready to vote for me as Governor: we took a beat
ing. Most of these people truly believe that Goldfink 
is the George Washington of our times, and that I 
am some kind of traitor from outer space to dare 
say a word against St. Goldwater. 

Thus, I feel obliged to devote more space in 
this report to something we have already covered at 
great length in the Rockwell Report of December 15, 
1961, "The Goods on Goldwater". 

The signs continue to multiply that Goldfink 
is a FAKE--and surely even the most rabid Gol,d
waterite will admit that few things could be more 
dangerous to our Republic and our White, Christian 
America than trusting leadership (AT THE LAST 
MINUTE) than a FRAUD who would betray us just 
when we are most trusting and most desperate. We 
must not "blow" our last chance! 

The peculiar actions of Eisenhower at the 
Convention are final and certain confirmation to me 
that Barry Morris is just what we figured he was 
FOUR YEARS ago- -and, more important, the JEW 
I PREDICTED WOULD ARISE TO LEAD THE 
RIGHT WING- - long before we ever heard of the 
Kosher Cowboy from Arizona. (I wrote This Time 
the World in 1959, predicted the election of Kennedy, 
and predicted that the Catholic president would be 
followed by a "conservative" JEW--whom I thought 
at the time would be Ribicoff- -who would then lead 
us to economic catastrophe and serve as the "Keren
sky" of our American Bolshevik revolution. With 
the exception that they substituted Goldfink for Ribi
coff, events have happened PRECISELY as I wrote 
way back then, and I have no reason to believe .the 
Jews have abandoned their plan to put a Jew at the· 
head of the right-wing reaction t)ley knew would be 
caused by their left-wing attack.) --

Ike's RECORD would convince any jury in 
America, could we have the chance to present it in 
a court of law, that there can be no moral doubt that 
he has consciously worked for the ends of the world 
Communist conspiracy, just as Robert Welch so 
masterfully proves in The Politician. Ike is any
thing but a right-winger. --

We must also take into account the FACT 
that, with the enormous build-up given to this cha
meleon-like ''elder statesman", Ike COULD HA VE 
shifted t~ings enough to deny Goldwater the nomina
tion, had f:le gone all out to help Rockefeller or 
Scranton in the early stages of the campaign. Any
one who doubts that, has no conception of the real 
machinery of our national political life. Dirksen 
would never have dared nominate Barry (and Dirksen 
himself never would have done it, as his record 
proves), bad not Ike and the TOP levels of the con
spiracy decided that a Goldwater nomination wasc : ' 
what they WANTED, hard as that may be to under
stand at th~ moment. They do NOT want a Gold
fink victory in the elections, because of the good 
men who would get in with Goldfink- -but they did 
want their boy leading the growing rebellion in-

.. • America against what they are doing to its White, 
Christian people. If one of our boys were to be 
leading it, it would be at least prison and very • • 
probably execution for such as Ike and his gang. So 
they want to be sure it is a ''nice'' chap like Barry, 
instead of a dirty "hate.-monger'' like George_ Wal-
lace. • • 

Few ·Americans realize how.CLOSE George. 
Wallace came to seizing the right-wing leadership, 
and how much he had to do with the "victory" at 
San Francisco. I am convinced that the :rews would 
start an open revolution before they would permit 
the election of George Wallace. And, the way the 
country now feels, is there any doubt that, had it 
not been for the "fortunate" build-up for Barry 
Morris Goldfink, George Wallace could have.and 
WOULD have seized leadership of the American 
people at this desperate moment in our history? 

And does anyone fail to realize WHY George • 
Wallace suddenly "backed out"?- -and turned leader
ship over to the Kosher cowboy, Goldfink? 

Nothing moves, in politics, business or any
thing else in America, without money. And the 
money behind Wallace deserted, because the Jews 
made it look so much easier and more successful to 
back Barry. Hunt and the millionaires switched to 
the JEW and dumped the CHRISTIAN- -as usual. 
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Finally, I continue to note the "wrist-slapping" 
being doled out to Barry by- such .Jew rags as the 
Washington Post. I !'JhaJJ never, never forget the 
surt of slime, garbage ·and unspeakable filth they 
poured over Joe McCarthy, Forrestal and such 
fighters. . Any man who stands up and .really hurts 
the Red rats, Zionist snakes and race-m~ing de
generates ALWAYS gets called a "queer". That's 
one of the very first attacks of the brotherhood. They 
called Forrestal a coward who deserted his wife, 
McCarthy "pink card Joe", etc. -.-there is no limit 
to what the Jews ,will call a REAL enemy. 

Goldfink, MOST SIGNIFICANTLY, NEVER 
-is called a "queer" or a coward, or any kind of 
immoral person, etc. Do not protest that Barry is 
too ."pure" for this sort of thing. His own authorized 
biography from Wood and Smith is FULL of stuff 
like bicycle-stealing, play-boying, etc. , for a beau
tiful smear job. BUT IT IS NEVKR, NEVER 
USEI).! - -not by Drew Pearson, not by ''Izzy" Win
chell, not by Walter Lipmann-.,not even by Confi
dential. IN FACT, JEW CONFIDENTIAL MAGA
ZINE COMES OUT IN ITS LATEST ISSUE 
(JULY) WITH A BIG ARTICLE ATTACKING ME 
FOR ATTACKING GOLDWATER! I! I! - -

Anif. surprisingly, the precise same lies as 
will be fn11nr! in Jew Confidential (attacking me and 
defendinf Harry), will be found in the pamphlet of a 
one-time :::incere patriot named Joe Kamp--also • 
championing the Hebrew savior of America! Kamp, 
with typical powerful reasoning, points out that I 
planned to run in New Hampshire as a "Democ:rat"-
thus PROVING, as he claims, that I am a dirty 
"socialist"- -like Democrat Harry Byrd, or George 

· Wallace, for instance, those sterling "socialists"? 

The whole reaction of the right wing to Barry 
Goldfink is utterly IRRATIONAL Many on our side 
are simply old, tired, exhausted and, like a man 
dying of thirst in the desert- -they are seeing MI
RAGES. They WANT a fighting, masculine leader 
so bad that they can begin to SEE one, EVEN IN 
A JEW! 111 

The pitiful, heartb:reaking thing is that this is 
PRECISELY what the scheming Hebrews PLANNED. 

Every Jew-wise patriot who tells me, "Barry 
isn't REALLY a Jew, you know. He's a 'good' 
one''--knows better, but can't stand to wait any 
more for a ''victory". So they accept San Francisco 
as .a "victory" and a Yiddischer smoothie as the 
"fascist gun in the West", as the liberals put it I 

There is no reasoning with these desperate, 
delusioned, good people, any more than you can 
reason with a drowning man who is pinning you 
down so you can't save him, tn his pa~ic. 

'fhese folks will have to get a good DOSE. of 
their Kosher hero, befdre they will be ready to 
stick with George Wallace--and eventually a hard
core NAZI who will not compromise with the JEW 
FIL TH one inch. 

Barry Goldfink is STILL, at this moment, a 
member of the Urban League. That, alone, ought 
to be enough to convince any sincere patriot that he 
is a FAKE--to say nothing of his AWFUt record. 
But girls in love won't listen--and neither will 
right-wingers with a "victory" and a "leader", 
even if he is IS a Jew. The quicker the Goldfink 
lovers "marry" their hero and move in with him 
for house-keeping, the quicker they will get dis
gusted and want a RACIST, JEW - FIGHTER for a 
leader! 
I 

I truly believe that many of those who now 
curse me for "hurting" B'.lrry will one day ask to 
stuff him in the chamber PERSONAL liY, as a 
favor (after we have had a chance to bring him be
fore a court and PROVE what he is up to). 

Until then, the proper symbol for the "Repub
lican Party" is the Star of David, guarded by Jack
asses rampant on a field of matzoh balls and 
pfi~fi~. • 

MORE PROOF 
REDS BEHIND 
NIGGERS 

Herewith we print a reproduction of a phot
ograph in the Saturday Evening Post, boosting the 
coons, as usual. • 

We also print an enlargement of the marked 
section so you can see the fine, patriotic, Ameri
can nature of the coon demonstration. 

In case you can't read the enlargement clear
ly enough, we will tell you that the colored "sister" 
carrying the sign ''Save rent control" is ALSO 
peddling copys of the COMMUNIST "MIDWEEK 
WORKER" 111.11 

It is pleasant to reflect that the Jews, once 
in a while, cut their own throats for us. You may 
have noticed the increasing REDNESS of the Satur
day Evening·Post, a once respected and pro-Amer-

• ican m.agazine founded by Ben Franklin. 

What too few Americans know is that, like 
most of our national publications, including News-. 
week, for instance, Satur_day Evening Post has • 
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b~en taJten over by the JEWS. The new owner is· • Efram Zimbalist, the Kosher concertist. 

WUh his picture of the lovable niggers pickettin'g for "justice" in the Post, Hebrew Zimbalist has presented us with the evidence to prove what they claim is a: hate-lie, --that communism an~ race mixing are connected! 
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THE OLD 
SHELL GAME IN 
VIETNAM 

As has unfortunately become too usual, lately, we 
are almost a week behind with the ROCKWELL REPORT 
and months behind with the STORMTROOPER. -because of 
tlie constant financial agony here. There have not been e
nough STAMPS recently, to mail out the STORMTROOPER, 
which has been ready more than three weeks. 

Consequently, this is being written on the morning of 
August 4, -after the President has just announced the or
ders to bomb the Vietnam bases. Which, in turn, gives me 
the opportunity to comment on said orders. 

I was preparing to predict, in the' next issue, that 
ol' foxy Johnson would launch another "Korea" or "cuban 
invasion", -just like Jack did before the last elections, 

. to insure his victory. But, before I could write it, Lyndon 
struck. (I should point out to new readers that this is no , 
bluff. I predicted the "cuban missile crisis" SIX WEEKS 
before it happened, and the result. Now I am predicting 
precisely the same thing. ) 

If Americans did one BIT of thinking, Lyndon and 
the whole gang of international strolling players would be 
lynched. 

I am convinced that the Vietnam PT boats struck be
cause the Jews lost control of the niggers in the USA. 

Martin Luther Coon and all the rest of the "great" 
coon "leaders" have proved utterly ineffective in stopping 
the rioting, looting and murdering by the dressed-up mon
keys which have been turned loose in our streets by the 
Jew preachers of "brotherhood" and "equality". 

Every sign points to the fact that unless something 
DRASTIC happened, Goldwater, mistakenly believed to be 
the ''WHITE" candidate by millions of Americans, would 
have won by a landslide. People have had niggers up to 
"her~", and wquld elect Al Capone, if necessary, to stop 
the nigger hell-raising. 

The ONLY thing which could stop the nigger heh
raising AND the White reaction is a ''war'\ the tradtional 
tool of such as FDR, Truman and Johnson for staying in 
the White House. 

So, 'surprizingly'; Vietnam has obliged. With a "Navy" 
of ten torpedo boats, they have "attacked" the whole United 
States Navy. Can ANYBODY tell us any POSSIBLE 
intelligent goal they could gain by this act? 

No! NO, a thousand times NO! 

In my opinion, just as Mixing Jack did just before the 
last elections so that he became the international "anti-Com
munist" "hero" (altho we lost), Lyndon Benedict ASKED 
FOR the "al:tack", and got it, just as Jack got the phony 
missiles when he needed them, --with LIGHTS! 
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The "attack" makes SENSE if it is seen as the way 
to keep the Communist attack going and successful in 
spite of the stupid niggers - -in the USA. If it is supposed 
to be on the level, it is worse' than insane I 

The only pleasant thing to think about, in all of this, 
is the awful FLOP of the colored "gooks" who tried to 
pull it off. Obviously, it was supposed to be a "Pearl 
Harbor" and kill some American~ and sink a ship or two 
so we would be so mad we wouldn't notice a bit of nigger 
raping and looting here and there. But, after three HOUR 
the· little yellow bastards STILL couldn't even scratch the 
men or' the U. S. NAvy! I suspect that now it will be set up 
even more juicy and easy for the gooks. 

If anybody wants to know if I dare call this "treason' 
- -the answer is yes. I do. It is NOT "blundering", etc. 
It is dirty, rotten, old-fashioned TREASON to the great
est nation and greatest people ever to appear on the face 
of this earth. And I intend to do MY share to see that the 
perpetrators are GASSED for it when they have faced a 
jury,and been convicted, by LAW . 

TICKLING 
THE.MULE'S 
HIND LEG 

One of our jobs when I was Commanding Of
ficer of a Navy Squadron in Iceland was maintain
ing civil order in Iceland in case of Communist 
riots. For this reason, I made a study of riot-con
trol tactics as published by the U. S. Armed Forces. 

In EVERY manual put out on riot control, one 
of the most important points emphasized over and 
over again is NEVER TRY TO BLUFF A MOB. 

A mob is super:-primitive in its actions and 
reactions. It will run in panic from overwhelming
ly superior force, and it will stampede in rage all 
over anything which defies or irritates it, IF IT 
DETECTS SIGNS OF WEAKNESS. 

Surely every National Guard Commander to
day knows at least as much riot tactics as I do. If 
they donv t they are derelict in their duties. I am 
sure they DO know the facts. 

Yet last week, In Rochester, the National 
Guard troops, mostly White young m'=n, were 
sent into the riot-torn nigger district, where the 

coons were- actually throwing Molotov cocktails 
(lighted bottles of gasoline), - -with EMPTY 
RIFLES! 

It is bad enough they had to do this, but then 
the fact that the.rifles were empty was PUBLISH-



ED! This is the strongest kind of invitation fm;: the 
niggers to MASSACRE the young kids in uniform 
who were sent in there defenseless. 

I predict that because of the nigger-coddling 
tactics of our nigger-loving politicians in -dea'ling 
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MUHAMMAD SPEAKS 

i 
i 

,i 

"Muhammad Speaks" Newspaper,. the publica
tion of the Black Muslims, has recently gotten so 
red and hateful that I have declined to read it. 

This week, however, they sent a coon corres
pondant for the paper to interview me, and he in
sisted I take one of his free papers. The tone is 
still a lot different from the old days, when it was 
as anti-Jewish and honest as Der Sturmer, even 
if it was put out by black men. But I must admit it 
is veering away again from the Castro-rag it was 

• becoming. 

They have a cartoonist who used to be called 
Eugene 3X, but has since been honored with the 
name "Majiedlf. This guy is SOMETHING, even if 
he IS a coon! In the old days, his cartoons were 

with these filthy black mobs, some group of young 
kids in uniform WILL be massacred, -because 
their guns will be EMPTY. 

The NIGGER9 s guns are not empty. 
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delightful, -and his depictions of JEWS were as 
juicy and long-nosed as any I ever drew. 

In the issue delivered by Lonnie 2X, who in
terviewed me, Eugene 3X, -or "Majied", -has 
produced a masterpiec_e which accurately depicts 
the uselessness of nigger efforts to mix and become 
"equal". No matter how much the niggers beg to 
become first class citizens and no matter how much 
they talk of "rights", etc., the white people DO NOT 
want to mix. The black people will' only become first 
class citizens in a land of their own. 

/ 

The only error "Majied" made in his drawing 
was labelling it "Mississippi". The White man 
EVERYWHERE is beginning to feel just like the 
folks in the cartoon. 
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